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About This Game

Puzzle Nebula is a mind-bending puzzle game set in the far corners of space.

"You thought you had died. When you wake up, you find yourself in space, trapped inside a weird machine.

How did you end up here? What is your purpose? Is any of this even real?"

Features

80 challenging levels, each set in an unique procedurally generated star system.

Lots of different platforms that make the puzzles increasingly complex.

Intriguing sci-fi storyline that will make you question the very nature of our universe.

Plays well with a controller or a keyboard.
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Although I recommend this game, it needs some major improvements. First off, the fact that there is no chat feature in this
game is asinine. Communicating via flashlight clicks has got to be one of the most annoying things you could imagine. There is
no possible way to communicate, especially if you join mid match and are lost in the sauce. Who has the keys? Nobody knows.
Need a door unlocked? Too bad, you are mute I guess. You located a marked doll and want to strategize with another player?
Sorry, you physically cannot. Second, more people need to know that when the boiler is lit, that it can resurrect you when you
are turned into a doll. It drives me absolutely crazy when people don't know, but quite honestly it's never really stated. Make this
more clear to new players please. Lastly, The matchmaking is lackluster due to A, the apparent small population of active
players so it's very hard to find a match, and B, it's a struggle to even maintain a match without being disconnected. Who knows,
maybe it's just me. If the communication aspect can be fixed, and games don't randomly lose connection, this game would get
an A+. I would love to see other houses and spirits in future updates one day! Despite the issues, it is 100% worth the $5.. A
terrific puzzler. A series of chess puzzle type challenges (with a few random elements), overlayed with a fun silly story and fun
silly graphics, and enough of a leveling-up mechanism and party-choosing to keep it fresh for quite a while (though you
definitely do max out fairly quickly and settle on an optimal party that you can use for most everything).. Not too bad, if you
could add maybe an express route or a rail replacement service, that would be great! Overall, it seems brilliant! :) Very detailed
map!!. Disclaimer: A key was provided by Illuminated Games to allow us to review the game.

Hello everybody, Shaun Meyers from Universal Gaming Reviews to share our short summary of The Next World with you all.
If you'd like to read our full review, you can find it here: https://www.universalgamingreviews.com/the-next-world-overview-
and-review/

The Next world is a sci-fi visual novel game with base management features built in. The game follows the crew of an
interstellar spaceship as they attempt to survive on the desolate and hostile planet, Ares after their ship crash lands on the planet.
Things are not as they seem, however, and more of the mysteries behind the crash are revealed as the story progresses.

The game's base management features are a bit basic, with the ability to build various colony modules like a recycling center or
a reactor and exploration of the planet and crash site using your 2 vehicles. Events occur often and the choices you make have
different outcomes based on the action you choose, some good, others bad.

The Next World is a pretty enjoyable game though and even though the base management doesn't really have an impact on the
overall story, the story itself is very enjoyable. The story gets pretty tense as it progresses too, the excellent writing enhances it
quite a bit, as does the soundtrack.

Thanks for checking out our short summary and full review folks, happy gaming!

-Shaun Meyers (Kyo Akiara) out!. Over the past 3 years I have developed an affinity for indie games of all shapes and sizes. I
haven't played alot of indie games and i'm not an expert in this genre but I am becoming a fan of this genre. In Next up Hero,
you take control of nine legendary Heroes in their quest to stop the "Ceaselss Dirge". Next Up Hero is a 2D action game that is
driven by us, the gaming community. In this game, death is common and being assisted after death in finishing a level gives the
shared achievement of victory. When you die in the game you become what is known as an echo, whom you can resurrect. This
echo can be used to fight with you and also when you collect enough echos, you can call upon an "ancient", These ancients are
useful in your very difficult battle to stop the Ceaseless Dirge. Next Up Hero is also a game with loads of customization. You
can customize your Hero is so many ways, the possiblities are endless. This is a game you really should want to try. It is also
releasing on PS4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, and of course PC. Its currently a Steam Early access game and well worth the
money! Here is a breakdown of my rating.

Gameplay: 5

Grahpics: 4.5

Sound: 5

Character Design: 5
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Replayability: 5

Total: 5/5

This a must play indie game that hang up there with the big boys!!. Use Time Paradox duplicates of yourself to help solve
puzzles and circumvent test chambers. Be careful not to approximate any of your previous selfs.
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a pretty bad ripoff from cubeworld
so bad i been waiting YEARS and still there is no multiplayer at all

. First few minutes of game = horrendous and sterile...
Steam, yes you steam... these indie starters are gettin out of hand ain't it...
slippery slope there.... Got early access due to supporting the kickstarter fund, I delayed playing through it a bit for fear of feels
and a long wait for the next chapter.
Despite my best efforts I couldn't keep myself off it for more than 2 or 3 days after I played for a tiny bit to check out the
changes from 1 and 2. Having finished it I loved it and am very much looking forward to the next games that are still to come!.
Well, I learned there is a free app for it.

Still, the PC version was indeed enjoyable and surprising. Very short, but very neat.
Turning classical 2D platformer rules into a story is pretty common but this one is nicely written.

I recommend the app, except if you are a PC lover.. Just as the title says "revisited" I am now revisiting this game after several
years. Sigma games - in general - are characterised by mindless shooting sequences whether the targets are aliens (Alien Shooter
series) or the undead (Zombie Shooter series). If I'm not mistaken lately the guys haven't been very active - the focus shifted to
tower defense-type software only.

It all started with the Alien Shooter and the "Revisited" version uses a kind of updated engine that was present in the sequel.
Which is - by the way - my favourite. As already hinted at above this is a mindless shooter - we go around and kill every (and I
mean every) alien on each level. We pickup weapons, armour, cash and massacre hordes of aliens and bump into a couple of
secret places as our projectiles create holes in the wall.

I have returned to this game recently as trading cards had been introduced to the series (plus achievements for the vanilla
version) and was happy to see that the game runs well on Windows 10. After the first launch it automatically quit but for the 2nd
time I was able to eliminate throngs of xenos in a couple of hours.

If you like shooters played from an isometric perspective you can give this one a try. Do note, however, that the game has dated
graphics (the highest resolution is only 1024x768) and it is pretty short. The last couple of levels are pretty difficult without
cheat codes, though. Survival game modes can add a couple of more hours to its longevity.. If you are going to do the From the
Ashes DLC DO NOT START IT TILL END GAME else the game will fail you for lacking money to make the town profitable,
and they dont give you the option to pause until your ready, and they dont tell you its gonna coast over 22K groshen just to break
even.
and half the time they dont tell you that a quest is timed, so you go off and do other quests and fail others without understanding
why.
So many things i wish i knew BEFORE playing this game!
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